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Best Made 
Plans...

Guided reading has been one of my favorite aspects of teaching 
Kindergarten the last three years. At the beginning of the 

2020-2021 school year I was given the opportunity to be trained in 
the Orton-Gillingham approach. This strategy was discussed in 

several Summer Institute meetings and I was so excited to begin 
the training so I could implement it in my classroom. Specifically 

focusing on strategies to support sight word retention. 



Scratch that...
Due to COVID along with logistical road 
blocks, I was unable to be trained in 
OG. This changed my plans in several 
ways. SCPS was still operating on an 
NTI schedule from home, so my 
students were virtual and it was not 
going to work. 

Instead, I focused on what I saw my 
students struggling with and that was 
sight words. Although this was a little 
frustrating, ultimately, I knew this was 
still going to help my students’ reading 
growth in important ways.



Introducing Sight Words

● In the beginning of the year, students are introduced to 3 
sight words per week during whole group

● I show students the word and we read it together
● We spell it together and then read again
● Count the letters in the word
● Identify the vowels, if any, in the word and highlight them
● Count the syllables in the word
● Cheer the word and repeat it
● Cut the word (printed on a notecard) out and cut around tall 

and small letters
● Students assist in hanging the new sight word on the word 

wall under the correct letter in the alphabet depending on 
beginning letter



Sight Words in Guided 
Reading Groups
● Sight word practice in guided reading was 

derived from Jan Richardson’s The Next Step 
Forward in Guided Reading. 

● I show the word using magnetic letters and 
students read the word aloud together

● Students spell the word then read it again
● Play “mix and fix”. Students build the word with 

their magnetic letters then mix the letters up. 
Students then build the word back in order. 

● Students write the word with their finger then 
write it with a dry erase marker on whiteboard.

● Teacher plays “what’s missing?” by writing the 
word on whiteboard and erasing one letter at a 
time, ask students what letter is missing from 
the sight word. 



Assessment
● Beginning of the year assessments

○ Kindergarten students must 
master list A by the end of the 
year

○ Beginning in November students 
were assessed weekly on sight 
words introduced that week

○ By the winter I realized my lower 
students were not growing in 
sight word recognition, so I 
revised instruction for whole 
group as well as small group 



Reconfiguring 
● After deeper studying Jan Richardson’s Next Step 

Forward in Word Study and Phonics, as well as using 
the Lucy Calkins Units in Phonics, I decided to 
differentiate my students’ word list to coincide with 
their guided reading level. 

● I assessed each group on the Kindergarten sight word 
list A 

● I then determined word lists based on the missed 
words as well as students who mastered List A.

● Each group had their own differentiated list of sight 
words based on their recognition. If students 
mastered List A, then I had them move on to List B 
and so on

● I also used these words during guided reading groups 
to provide connections. 



Personalized Learning

● Due to COVID, Fridays in SCPS are 
reserved for Personalized Learning 
Days. Teachers invite no more than 
6 students to school from 
7:30-11:30 to work on areas of 
need. 

● I used this time to target students 
with missing sight words. Several 
students benefited from these 
sessions through small group 
instruction using the Jan 
Richardson model as well as pieces 
learned from other teachers from 
the IMSE/OG model. I let students 
use the “bumpy boards” as well as 
the sand to practice spelling sight 
words.

● Additional sight word practice was 
through whole group engagement in 
the Jack Hartman and Jan Richardson 
song videos. 

● My students followed these videos 
after being introduced to new words 
then practiced them daily. 

● Students were then assessed each 
week following tier 1 and PLD 
instruction time.



During the Summer Institute, my group read 
Readicide by Kelly Gallagher. This book helped 
remind me that students who do not enjoy reading 
in the middle and high school years form their 
opinion at a very young age. I made the connection 
that it all begins in Kindergarten. It may seem 
simple, but the more I thought about it, the more I 
realized how important each of the steps I am taking 
in their Kindergarten year to grow as readers also 
forms their view on themselves as readers and the 
attitude they have towards reading itself. 

AHA!



Family 
Engagement

● Students receive a ring with sight word cards attached
● Each week, students add new words for the week
● Parents are given a handout with ideas and strategies to practice sight 

words at home as well as links through Google Classroom with even 
more ideas and strategies to practice sight words at home 

● Parents were able to get involved in their child’s learning while using 
the same strategies at home that are used at school 



Application
I plan to continue using the Jan Richardson model so that students 

can master their sight words in kindergarten. This will help 
especially with students’ learning in future grade levels. With 
COVID restrictions causing so much learning loss, it is more 

important now than ever to ensure students have a solid mastery 
of sight words in order to grow in reading levels.


